Twinning

growing Data Science, AI, Blockchain, ICT and software

TWICE
building high tech success
With its hubs, TWICE provides a particularly stimulating environment for young, innovative technology companies. Twinning is one of the hubs, situated on the TU/e Campus.

‘Where innovation starts’ is the credo at this innovation hotspot. TWICE offers next generation high tech companies room to grow faster: building high tech success.

The campus of the Technical University of Eindhoven (TU/e) is a breeding ground for innovative ideas and the beginning of great collaborations. These require a stimulating environment with a great workspace as a basis. That’s where it all starts. Hub Twinning provides this and more. In this hub at the TU/e Campus you meet like-minded people. People working in the same field or industry.

In Twinning you find small-scale offices for high tech companies active in Data Science, AI, Blockchain, ICT and software.

In Twinning you work from the heart of technology development, with thousands of scientists within walking distance. All facilities are available on the TU/e Campus: such as research facilities, conference center, childcare, sports facilities and more.

“As a tenant in Twinning, you become part of the vibrant Brainport climate. We really are in the front row of innovation.”

Ella de Graaf
Manager Operations
VanL
Benefits of Twinning in a row:

- A network of companies in Data Science, Artificial Intelligence, Blockchain, ICT and (embedded) software
- With BrainBloC data experience lab the hotspot for the new generation digital leaders
- Located on the TU/e Campus
- Close to the center of Eindhoven, highways and within walking distance of public transport (station)
- High quality redundant ICT infrastructure
- Server room with server boxes
- Emergency power grid and redundant fiber connections
- Office spaces from 25 to 500 m² (modular and scalable)
- Advanced balanced ventilation system
- Central reception with telephone answering facilities
- Private parking garage
- Various amenities within walking distance (childcare, sports center, stores, etc.)
- Shared facilities such as meeting rooms, pantries
- Various general facilities such as repro, mail facility
- Network of specialists who can support in growth
- Sports in the Student Sports Center at very favorable conditions

BrainBloC data experience lab

TWICE has established the BrainBloC lab in hub Twinning. Through BrainBloC, you have access to an accessible environment where you get acquainted with new (general-purpose) data technologies (sensing, blockchain, AI) and discover how and with which ones you want to go further. You first think about a good foundation (‘data organizing’ and what does ‘rich data’ mean). Then you work towards a proper implementation. We focus on ‘thinking and doing differently’, where data (technology) is the starting point for new business processes and organizational models, in an inspiring environment and network.
Building high tech success

Many high tech companies have already used our hubs. The success and growth and performance of these high tech companies show that TWICE offers an ideal place to accelerate development. Startups and scaleups can grow in an environment with high quality facilities, great flexibility, first class service and a nice community of top companies.

Our shareholders are the Brabant Development Agency (BOM), Eindhoven municipality, Eindhoven University of Technology, Brainport Development and Rabobank. Together with us, they ensure that companies in the Brainport region can flourish.
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